IADC DRILLING ONSHORE America is the industry’s premier forum for the presentation of ideas relating to onshore drilling technology, training and HSE, drilling contracts and equipment issues. The conference is set for 19 May at the Omni Houston Hotel Westside.

Conference sponsors include Grant Prideco, Halliburton Energy Services, Hydril Company, Pason Systems USA Corporation, and Smith Services.

Conference attendees will hear longtime industry participants and observers provide their experience and expertise for various topics that will be presented throughout the day long conference.

Attendees will leave the conference with new knowledge and insight about personnel recruitment and then how to retain the new employee’s training for the new hires for drilling operations; and mentoring programs to help assure the industry continues to be staffed with qualified knowledgeable people.

In addition to personnel and training issues and initiatives, the conference will also feature numerous companies exhibiting their products such as rig equipment and training materials.

The conference opens with a welcoming breakfast featuring two seasoned drilling contractor executives that will share their perspectives on the outlook for the land drilling industry and the challenges it faces in today’s extremely strong market.

Closing out the conference is the always anticipated market outlook session that always features the keen insight of the drilling and E&P market by industry analysts and observers with years of experience reporting on the industry.

The conference will also feature numerous companies exhibiting their products such as rig equipment and training materials.

Three sessions during the morning will provide the conference attendees with expert insight and knowledge to be able to better hire qualified people and then to be able to keep them once they are hired.

Dr Roy Rhodes, R R Consulting, provides the conference with his years of personnel recruiting, training and retention knowledge and experience to discuss Personnel Recruitment and Retention: Aptitude and Attitude. Dr Rhodes will offer insights on testing applicants for aptitude and attitude in order to help the company keep its qualified new hires on the job.

The discussion of personnel continues with training issues discussed by Ron Walsmith, Director of Oil & Gas Training.
ology Center is one of the three schools that provide the training, and Mr. Wal-smith will outline the components of the program at his institution.

Rounding out the personnel and training sessions will be two HSE specialists in the onshore drilling industry that will discuss mentoring programs. As people in the industry today become older and then retire, their roles must be filled by good qualified people.

To assure continuity of knowledge and to avoid reinventing the wheel, some drilling contractors are instituting mentoring programs to accelerate the knowledge of young people while preserving institutional knowledge.

Discussing the mentoring programs will be Rick Heck, Director, Safety, Health & Environment, Unit drilling Company, and Warren Hubler, Vice President, HSE, Helmerich & Payne International Drilling Company.

EQUIPMENT AND CONTRACTS

The afternoon presentations following lunch and time to visit with the exhibitors, includes a session on Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasure (SPCC) plans. The presentation by Donald Smith, Senior On-Scene Coordinator for EPA Region 6, will provide advice on precisely what the contractors’ responsibilities are regarding SPCC.

In another afternoon presentation, a labor specialist will provide attendees with information to ensure that their company’s bonus plans is in accordance with the provisions of the federal Fair Labor Standards Act. Bill Clineburg, an attorney at King & Spalding LLP, will provide the conference with his expertise on the topic.

Current inspection standards and practices for masts, derricks, substructures and traveling equipment will be examined during the conference. Bill Hedrick, Vice President, HSE & Regulatory Affairs for Rowan Companies, will examine the impact of last year’s changes to API RP-4G, including inspection. He will also review API RP-8, which provides inspection standards for traveling equipment.

MARKET OUTLOOK

Closing out the conference is the much anticipated market outlook session will feature two long-time industry observers who will help the attendees determine “How High Is Up?”

The domestic onshore drilling market is extremely strong, and many in the industry believe it will continue to strengthen as long as commodity prices remain at their record levels. Allen Parks, Partner, Parks, Paton, Hoepfl & Brown, and Marshall Adkins, Managing Director, Raymond James & Associates, will tell all they can while prognosticating on the future of the onshore drilling and E&P industries.
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